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	MCSA/MCSE Implementing and Managing Exchange Server 2003 Exam Cram 2 (Exam Cram 70-284), 9780789730985 (0789730987), Que, 2004
The 70-284 Exam Cram 2 covers what readers need to know to pass  the exam - a popular elective for the MCSA (2000 and 2003) and MCSE (2000 and  2003) programs as well as 1 of 2 Core Messaging exams for the new MCSE 2003  Messaging Specialist program. The exam measures readers' ability to implement,  manage, and troubleshoot an Exchange Server 2003 organization.

This book is the ideal refresher for readers who are familiar  with the exam material or for readers who are in need of more in-depth study  material it is the ultimate complement guide for larger training guides,  instructor-led classes, and/or CBT training.
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JavaScript Testing with Jasmine: JavaScript Behavior-Driven DevelopmentO'Reilly, 2013

	
		All programmers want their code to work the way they intended. Jasmine, a popular
	
		testing framework for the JavaScript programming language, allows you to achieve that
	
		goal. Through coded specifications, Jasmine helps make your JavaScript work exactly
	
		how it’s supposed to. In this book, we’ll explore...


		

Africa's Turn? (Boston Review Books)MIT Press, 2009
In the West, Africa’s image seems forever torn between two false extremes: Politically Correct Positive and Stereotypically Negative. Those who promote the first want to persuade us that poverty and bad government are not as bad as they seem in Africa, so a little bit of outside aid and advice can cause rapid change for the better. Those who...

		

Anti-Spam Measures: Analysis and DesignSpringer, 2007
The primary goal of this work is the methodical analysis of the potential, limitations, advantages, and drawbacks of anti-spam measures. These determine to which extent the measures can contribute to the reduction of spam in the long run. The range of considered anti-spam measures includes legislative, organizational, behavioral and technological...




	

Fast-Tracking Your Career: Soft Skills for Engineering and IT Professionals (Professional Engineering Communication Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Fast-Tracking Your Career provides engineers and IT professionals with a complete set of soft skills they can use to become more effective on the job and gain recognition from management and colleagues. The 11 core skills covered here are accompanied by more than 40 detailed guidelines on how to master those skills. The book offers...


		

Microsoft Windows XP Power OptimizationSybex, 2005
Want a Faster and More Powerful PC? It's There on Your     Desk.
     
     Eventually, it will be time to buy a new PC or put money into     an upgrade, but Microsoft Windows XP Power Optimization shows you how to     get the most out of your current equipment right now, simply by tuning your     Windows setup....

		

Everyday Information: The Evolution of Information Seeking in America (MIT Press)MIT Press, 2011

	All day, every day, Americans seek information. We research major purchases. We check news and sports. We visit government Web sites for public information and turn to friends for advice about our everyday lives. Although the Internet influences our information-seeking behavior, we gather information from many sources: family and friends,...
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